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Your Opportunity to be PART OF #RAYsrising

2021 Partnership Opportunity 2

2021 Partnership Opportunity 3

become our

PRINCIPLE PARTNER
• Naming Rights of the team – [ YOUR NAME ] Northern Rays
• PRINCIPLE Partner Branding on all Uniforms
– both side panels of playing kit (example page 5)
• Prominent signage at all Home Games
• PRINCIPLE Partner named in all media opportunities
• Live Stream Broadcast of all Games (Home and Away)
• PRINCIPLE Partner Branding used on all Social Media Channels
• Community Program Exposure
• Match Day Hospitality and Activations
• Opportunity to engage Northern Rays players as ambassadors
• 2021 PRINCIPLE Partnership Opportunity – Price on application

2021 PRINCIPLE Partnership Opportunity 4

your BRANDING
• Both side panels of players
game day kit
• Back of training singlet and media polo
• Training shorts and tracksuit branding
• Prominent court signage
• Brand recognition on the team
website and social media
YOUR LOGO

• Opportunity to run
activations at home
games
• Mentions in game day
announcements
YOUR LOGO
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additional

BENEFITS

• Northern Rays Principle Partner
framed playing kit
• 2 tickets to Northern Rays season launch
event with all food and beverages included
• Designated Northern Rays PRINCIPLE
Partner corporate area at each regular season
home game with all food and beverages
included
• 20 General Admission tickets to each
Northern Rays regular season home games
• 2 tickets to Northern Rays end of season
presentation night with all food and beverages
included
• One (1) signed and framed Northern Rays
training singlet
• 10 Northern Rays polo shirts and caps
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become our

GOLD PARTNER
• GOLD Partner Branding on playing kit, training shirt and media polo
– (playing kit example page 8)
• Media backdrop branding
• GOLD Partner mentions in media opportunities
• Live Stream Broadcast of all Games (Home and Away)
• GOLD Partner Branding promoted on all Social Media Channels
throughout the year (5 minimum)
• Community Program Exposure
• Match Day Hospitality and Activations
• Opportunity to engage Northern Rays players as ambassadors
• 2021 GOLD Partnership Opportunity – $15,000 (negotiable)
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your BRANDING
• Back of players game day kit
• Left or right collar of media polo
• Left or right shoulder of training shirt and singlet
• Members merchandise branding
• Media backdrop branding
• Brand recognition on the team
website and social media
• Opportunity to run
activations at home
games
• Mentions in game day
announcements
YOUR LOGO
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additional

BENEFITS

• Northern Rays GOLD Partner
framed playing kit
• 2 tickets to Northern Rays season
launch event with all food and
beverages included
• 10 General Admission tickets to each
Northern Rays regular season home
games
• 2 tickets to end of season Northern
Rays presentation night with all food
and beverages included
• 5 Northern Rays polo shirts and caps
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become our

SILVER PARTNER
• SILVER Partner Branding on Match Dress
– Right or left shoulder strap (example page 11)
• Media backdrop branding
• SILVER Partner mentions in media opportunities
• Live Stream Broadcast of all Games (Home and Away)
• SILVER Partner Branding promoted on all Social Media Channels
throughout the year (3 minimum)
• Community Program Exposure
• Match Day Hospitality and Activations
• Opportunity to engage Northern Rays players as ambassadors
• 2021 SILVER Partnership Opportunity – $10,000 (negotiable)
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your BRANDING
• Front right or left shoulder strap
of players game day kit
• Media backdrop branding
• Brand recognition on the team
website and social media
• Opportunity to run
activations at home games
• Mentions in game day
announcements
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additional

BENEFITS

• Northern Rays SILVER Partner
framed playing kit
• 2 tickets to Northern Rays season
launch event with all food and
beverages included
• 5 General Admission tickets to each
Northern Rays regular season home
games
• 2 tickets to end of season Northern
Rays presentation night with all food
and beverages included
• 5 Northern Rays polo shirts and caps
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media

Presence

Once our Sponsorship Partners are announced, we
will run a feature article in the Townsville Bulletin,
Mackay Mercury and Cairns Post, along with local
news stations on the new naming rights partner and
tiered partners for the 2021 Northern Rays.
Throughout the 2021 season, we will have regular
articles featured in the Townsville Bulletin, Mackay
Mercury Cairns Post, WIN News, 7 News, 9 News and
local radio stations.

RAYS BACK
IN GAME
NORTHERN Rays players Taylor
Crossley and Chloe Cooper
celebrate the injection of funds
that will see their team
survive.
Picture: SHAE BEPLATE

This year, all HART Sapphire Series Netball games
will be live streamed.

DANIEL McKENZIE
EXCLUSIVE

THE Northern Rays have won
their fight for survival after two
sponsors delivered the cash to ensure the embattled club remained
in the state netball competition.
The backing of Brothers Leagues Club and Direct Wholesale
Tyres means the regional team will
stay in the Sapphire Series for the
rest of this season and beyond.

Media articles and news coverage will be shared on our
social media for you to also share with your followers.
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 2018
$1.70 INCL GST FREIGHT EXTRA

12 days of

11 - 24 DECEMBER

DAY THREE DEAL
SEE PAGE 2
FOR DETAILS

FAMILY’S
‘GODSEND’
PAGE 6

TANYA Dickenson with 12-yearold daughter Porcha who was
hospitalised after suffering
serious injuries in a car accident.
Ms Dickenson was thankful for
the Ronald McDonald House
Charities family room during her
daughter’s stay in hospital.

PIPE CASH
FLOWS
CLARE ARMSTRONG

CATHOLIC
NEWS
LIFTOUT

INSIDE

Wet ‘n’ wild forecast

TOWNSVILLE is tipped to receive more than
100mm of
rain this weekend.
Category 2 Cyclone Owen, sitting in the Gulf of
Carpentaria last night, was expected to turn back
on to the
Queensland coast before weakening to a low and
bringing
wild weather to the east coast in coming days.

FULL STORY PAGES 4-5

mid-year fiscal and economic
review.
TOWNSVILLE City Council
As part of the upcoming rewill no longer have to borrow view, the Government
is exmillions of dollars to build the pected to revise
its projected
first stage of the Haughton revenue following
an increase
pipeline on time after the in mining royalties.
State
Government
fastThe Government pretracked funds.
viously spread its $225 million
The Government will commitment to
the council’s
today announce it has three-point water
security sobrought forward funding for lution, including
Stage 1 of the
Stage 1 of the Haughton Pipe- pipeline, across
four years.
line Duplication as part of its
CONTINUED

Q-CUP’S
FINALS
REVAMP
SPORT
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WHY
TOWNSVILLE
IS ONE OF
AUSTRALIA’S
FRIENDLIEST
CITIES

SMILES
AHEAD

ALL YOUR NEWS
DELIVERED

FOR ONLY $5

PER MONTH *

TONY RAGGATT
TOWNSVILLE
picked as one has been
of the
country’s 10
most welcoming places,
local hotel being with a
ranked
as the best in
Australia.
According to
global
travel
giant
Booking.com, guest
for Townsville reviews
accommodation
meant the
capital of
the North
ranked highly
in
its friendliness terms of
towards
visitors.
Palmer St’s
Grand
Hotel and
Apartments
was awarded
the
the best property title of
tralia after glowingin Ausguest
reviews.
FULL REPORT
PAGES 6-7

DETAILS
PAGE 11

AU

Permission for all partners to use the Northern Rays
logo on any media collateral or coverage highlighting
our partnership.
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RAYS BACK
IN GAME
NORTHERN Rays players Taylor
Crossley and Chloe Cooper
celebrate the injection of funds
that will see their team
survive.
Picture: SHAE BEPLATE

DANIEL McKENZIE
EXCLUSIVE

THE Northern Rays have won
their fight for survival after two
sponsors delivered the cash to ensure the embattled club remained
in the state netball competition.
The backing of Brothers Leagues Club and Direct Wholesale
Tyres means the regional team will
stay in the Sapphire Series for the
rest of this season and beyond.
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Funding
ensures
survival
for Rays
FROM PAGE 1

The two new backers yesterday confirmed an arrangement that ensures the Rays
will see out their three-year
licence in the Sapphire Series.
The sponsorships followed
an impassioned plea to the
community for support from
the Rays and a Townsville
Bulletin-led campaign to ensure their survival.
Netball Queensland CEO
Catherine Clark said the business community had rallied
behind the team and demonstrated a strong commitment
to helping women’s sports
thrive in regional Queensland.
“It’s a wonderful result
that we have two sponsors
stepping forward to ensure
that the Northern Rays can
continue to play and continue
to offer a pathway to elite
level sport for regional
women and girls,” she said.
Brothers Leagues Club
CEO Justin Wilkins said the
club was a community-focused organisation and wanted to ensure the team was
viable.
“We know how challenging the economic environ-

ment is at the moment but
we’re a community organisation and we’re part of a
close-knit community that
supports each other,” he said.
“We’re thrilled we can be
part of the Northern Rays
and keep young women playing sport.”
The club was established
to provide a pathway for
young netballers in the North
and to arrest the trend of talented juniors heading south.
Rays head coach Jillian
Joyce was “thrilled” the club
would survive and the new
pathway maintained.
“We’ve seen so many successful netball players come
from regional Queensland,
it’s great news that this pathway will continue to foster
that talent,” she said.
“Our athletes have celebrated this result and we’re all
looking forward to focusing
on netball and getting a win
on the board.”
Direct Wholesale Tyres director Graham Cotter’s personal attachment to the sport
drew him to the Rays’ plight.
Part of a netball-mad family, Mr Cotter said it was evident just how important the
Rays and the Sapphire Series

Route of
Galilee gas
pipeline
revealed
TONY RAGGATT

BOOST: Rays coach Jillian Joyce has welcomed news the club will survive.

was to Townsville’s netball
community.
“My daughter and my
granddaughter are netballers
– they’d have my guts for garters if they knew we could
help and stood idly by,” he
said.
“Improving opportunities
for female athletes in regional
Queensland is important and
we’re thrilled to be able to
help the cause.”
Netball Queensland’s general manager of high performance
and
sports
entertainment
Richard
McInnes said the organisation would continue sourcing sponsors.
The Rays play the Tigers
in Mackay on Saturday before a scheduled bye on Saturday week.

How we covered
the Rays’
battle
OUTFIT OUT OF SERIES
CASH-STRAPPED
Rays to
fold as
financial
crisis hits

Picture: EVAN MORGAN
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HILL’S ALIVE
WITH LIGHT

Courtney
RAYS
ready to
her FOR
make UP
own mark
THE FIGHT

Courtney Bruce.

EMMA KEMP

PAGE 5

DETERMINED: Northern Rays’
Michaela Kadlecek fights for the
ball against Thunder's Chloe
Litherland in the Sapphire Series
at Townsville Stadium on
Saturday.
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IT’S got to be tough following
the likes of Laura Geitz, Sharni
effect.
Pip and Cameron loving the Halo
Rory,
Corletto.
Layton and Julie
FRIEL
Picture: CATHERINE
defender
But Diamonds
Courtney Bruce is less concerned about filling her predecessors’ shoes and more about
making the goalkeeper bib her
DANIEL MCKENZIE, MADURA MCCORMACK
own at her maiden World Cup.
of colQueensland netball team on the brink
The West Coast Fever capA NORTH
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but the hunt is
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tain played all four quarters of
on for a major sponsor.
Australia’s second preliminary
for the Northern
An outpouring of community support
to play this weekend
victory over newcomers ZimRays has allowed the team to afford
babwe and made a whopping
but its future remains uncertain.
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only the Gems’ Felisitus
against the Sharks will be a posiA game out CONTINUED
of the eight, Feldt
tive after a loss to the Rabbitohs.
Kwangwa.
was confident the Cowboys would
Looking to keep their finals bring the “right attitude” to Shark
It was a performance bursthopes alive at 1300SMILES Stadi- Park.
ing with a determination to tell
um on Saturday night, the CowREPORT PAGE 36
coach Lisa Alexander that, as
her country’s most experienced goalkeeper with 28 caps,
in the
she should be starting
HOOKED IN: North
circle in Liverpool. Queensland’s Jake Granville
showed the
And one that is
preparing to go head-tobe overshy 25-year-old won’t
head with Rabbitoh and
Register early for the 5km Townsville Bulletin Junior Fun Run
defensive
awed by the all-star
incumbent Kangaroo
in the four
for the chance to win. Tackle the Townsville Bulletin
cast she’s succeeded
Damien Cook at
won
years since the Diamonds
5km Junior Fun Run (Ages 3-17)
1300SMILES Stadium
Sydney.
the 2015 trophy intomorrow
The school with the most registrations* to the Townsville Bulletin
to
enoughnight.
“I’ve been lucky
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Running
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a FREE catered lunch for everyone who registered.
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goalkeeper bib my own just as
Register today at www.townsvillerunningfestival.com
those two did when they first
came in,” Bruce said.
“I think I’m kind of a balRISING HIGH: Northern Rays’ Ariana
ance between the two of them.
Wilcoxson in action against Brisbane
TOWNSVILLE
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR
I’ve got that aggression and goNorth Cougars at Townsville Stadium.
EXPERIENCE
LIGHT
&
SOUND
HALO - A NEW
INSET: Rays coach Jillian Joyce and
LEICHHARDT
get-it attitude of Sharni but
COWBOYS
20 MINS
EVERY
of Geitzy
QUEENSLAND
defender Chloe Cooper.
Firebird Kim Jenner
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believes
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........ 26-18
def Cowboys
Tigersprospect
Balmain the
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what makes all the Diamonds
Sapphire Series match
R12, 2000
tomorrow.
so strong.”
18-8
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Cowboys def Wests Tigers REPORT PAGE 44
Bruce, who overcame early
R19, 2001
GOING DOWN: Northern Rays’
season elbow bone bruising to
........... 20-18
Wests Tigers def Cowboys
Jacqueline Dupet takes a shot against
make the World Cup squad, atR20, 2007
the Brisbane North Cougars at
tributes her increased on-court
........... 54-10
Wests Tigers def Cowboys
Townsville Stadium on Saturday.
confidence partly to work with
R19, 2009
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COWBOYS CIRCLE
THE
LET
SHARKS
GIRLS PLAY
COOK
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‘THEY NEED
OPPORTUNITY’
COWBOYS
OUT TO BREAK

Wests Tigers
R19, 2010
........... 26-16
Wests Tigers def Cowboys
R11, 2013
...........22-20
Wests Tigers def Cowboys
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RAYS OF HOPE
ARRIVING

EMBATTLED CLUB POISED

‘WE WILL FIGHT’

PAGE 42

REPORT: PAGE 38

FINALS HOPES
ALIVE

COWS CONFIDENT AFTER CLIPPING ROOSTERS’ WINGS

TRENT SLATTER

WILCHER
TURNS UP
HEAT

COWBOYS coach Paul Green
(pictured) is adamant his
team’s final hopes are still alive
and well following their “best
performance so far this year”
to down reigning NRL premiers the Sydney Roosters.
Young half Jake Clifford

FOOTBALL
YOUNG
GUNS SHINE

MILLER
SET TO
RIDE ON
PAGE 38

PROMOTIONAL T&CS APPLY
& AVAILABLE ON WEBSITE.
GAMBLE RESPONSIBLY.

GOLDEN
GIRL WINS
TITLE
FOR SURVIVAL
R22, 2016
........... 26-14
Wests Tigers def Cowboys
R10, 2018
........... 20-12
Wests Tigers def Cowboys
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tomed to such levels of force, tire
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64-32 defeat to Enper cent accuracy.
and whistles are already being opening
(Uganda) don’t get out 53 at 92
gland with six players after pathy. international circuit
“It was tough at times but I
blown left, right and centre.
we really
Oyella received the first on the
they will learn guess that’s when
All of Australia’s squad play Stella
sending off in that much and
have to take control and rein the highly physical Super permanent history.
from that.”
edge.
when the ball is in our
league and count World Cup
On Saturday the umpire alise
Netball’s aggression has Netball
to be really
The centre was deemed to
PAGE
we have40
as one of their prihad a big say in the flow hands
reached new heights in the physicality
Bassett said.
have hauled Jade Clarke to the again
scrappy 73-37 smart and use it,”
strengths.
world’s top competitions, par- mary
a minute after return- of Australia’s
Diplomatic coach Lisa AlexYet the defending world ground
win over Zimbabwe.
sin bin.
ticularly Australia’s Super Netsaid she would “have a
will have to rein it ing from the
Captain Caitlin Bassett in ander
ball, New Zealand’s ANZ champions
“I actually have never seen
if the opening days of comattracted a lot of at- chat” to officials.
Premiership and England’s Su- in
someone sent off permanently particular
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petition are anything to go by.
perleague.

are on
THE Northern Rays
their
the verge of securing
future with major sponsorship imminent.
Just days on from being
their
forced to sit out of
fixSapphire Series netball fiture after failing to secure
club’s
nancial security, the
fortunes look set to turn.
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Train with Morgo

THE Diamonds may have to
put a lid on their physicality or
face the prospect of losing tight
contests deeper in the World
Cup, as neutral umpires crack
down on teams playing on the
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RANDWICK &
FLEMINGTON

FIXED ODDS
PAID AS
CASH

FIREBIRD ‘DEVASTATED’ BY RAYS’ PLIGHT

TIGERS’ TALE
aggression
‘WE WILL
Rough Diamonds may have to dial down
WIDE
BEAU
FIGHT’
DRAWN
RAYS REACH OUT
FOR SURVIVAL

INSIDE
YOUR
FORM
GUIDE
TODAY

SHORT
TURNAROUND IN SHOT AT REDEMPTION
COWBOY’S
RALLIES TO SAVE NETBALL TEAM +30% ON
COMMUNITYFOR
RECIPE

44 SPORT

2019.” Northern Rays president Lyn Law was optimistic
the Northern Rays would get
support they needed.
THE cash-strapped Northern the
“We love our netball and
Rays are set to exit the 2019
so excited to have a team in
Sapphire Series just four are
North Queensland,” she said.
rounds into the competition.
“We are a brand-new entity
Confident their best was yet
many of our opportunities
to come after a tough 61-28 and
not come into fruition –
loss to the Brisbane North have
community is traumatised
Cougars in their first home our
the floods earlier this
game at Townsville Stadium from
and the coffers are dry.
on Saturday, the Rays an- year
“We will continue to work
nounced yesterday they were
Netball Queensland to
unable to meet the financial with
the Northern Rays on
requirements to continue in keep
court.”
the competition.
All players contracted to the
In the wake of the TownsRays Sapphire Series
ville floods, the Northern Rays Northern be given the opporwill
have not been able to secure team
to drop back into the
adequate funding for their op- tunity
Ruby Series North competiteration.
ion if the club does not receive
the required funding before
weekend’s match.
performance and sport enter- next
“We are calling on our comtainment Richard McInnes
to get behind us in our
said there was a commitment munity
of need,” Law said.
to provide support to get the time
“And in true North Queensclub back up and running.
spirit, we will not give up.”
“Netball Queensland has land
If the Rays are unable to sebeen working with Lyn Law
the required funding, the
and the management team at cure
Series draw will rethe Northern Rays for many Sapphire
unchanged, with all
months to support their fund- main
Northern Rays fixtures switchraising efforts,” McInnes said.
to ensure all
Queensland’s ing to bye rounds
“Netball
clubs would have
commitment to delivering our remaining
Sapphire and Ruby Series
both
our
is
state
the
sport across
aligned, which would
focus and means we are not teams the Rays the opporable to financially support the provide re-enter the compettunity to
club in full.
when financially able.
“If the Northern Rays are ition
To assist the Rays, visit:
unable to secure funding (this)
weekend may be their last https://www.gofundme.com/
match in the competition for keep-northern-rays-alive

TRENT SLATTER
DANIEL MCKENZIE

However, Netball Queens40 SPORT
land general manager of high

Caitlin Bassett.
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ENERGY infrastructure company Jemena has revealed the
alignment for the proposed
Galilee Gas Pipeline.
The announcement comes
ahead of public consultation
and stakeholder engagement
which is expected to begin next
year.
The proposed pipeline will
span 585km to connect gas
from Galilee Energy Ltd’s Glenaras Gas Project near Longreach to Jemena’s Queensland
Gas Pipeline near Injune.
The project will also include
two compressor stations, two
main line valves and two
scraper stations.
Jemena expects to invest
around $600 million in the
Galilee Gas Pipeline, delivering economic benefits to local
communities via direct and indirect employment.
The announcement comes
18 months after Jemena signed
a memorandum of understanding with Galilee Energy
to work together towards
agreed development milestones which will fast-track the
delivery of gas from the Galilee
Basin to the east coast domestic market.
Jemena’s executive general
manager of Gas Markets, Antoon Boey, said Jemena expected the pipeline would
initially transport 200 terajoules of gas a day, although it
may be designed with a larger
diameter to accommodate
greater future volumes.
“We’re encouraged by the
strong productivity observed
by Galilee Energy to date as
part of the Glenaras Gas Project and remain on track to
achieving our agreed development milestones so that the
pipeline infrastructure is there
in the event gas is proven and
commercial operations begin,”
Mr Boey said.

Left: Round 1 2019: Mendi Blackhawks def Ipswich Jets 34 – 6 with Shaun Hudson
receive the Channel 9 Man of the Match.
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stepped up to ice a 35-metre
field goal in the final minute
followed by a penalty goal as
the Cowboys claimed a thrilling 15-12 victory in Gosford on
Sunday.
The result also snapped a
three-game losing streak for
the Cowboys.
CONTINUED PAGE 38
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in the

community

In 2019 and 2020, the Northern Rays continued to engage within the
community at many carnivals, clinics and meet and greets.
Although the 2020 season was harder than the years previous due to
the COVID 19 restrictions, we remained a positive influence for local
Netballers within the North.

Training Clinics

Our Ambassadors attended the popular McDonald’s Junior Carnival in
Townsville which saw clubs from all over the North competing at the
two day event. The girls spent time with the teams, participated in the
March Pasts and supported the trophy presentations.
Our ‘Train like a Ray’ clinics are always a favorite with the juniors and
schools. In 2020, the Northern Rays ran successful clinics in Townsville
and Tully. Many more clinics are planned for 2021.

Poster Signing

We love meeting our fans, so the Northern Rays Meet and Greets and
poster signings will remain as part of our Home Game activities. Some
restrictions may apply due to our COVID policy.
At each of our Northern Rays home games, we will offer a free designated
area for one local charity to utilise to raise funds and awareness for
their charity.
In 2021, our Northern Rays Ambassadors will be involved in community
fundraisers including McHappy Day, Red Nose Day, Mayors Special
Children’s Christmas Party and more.
Carnival Support
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why

northern rays netball
• Recruiting young, talented Netballers and giving them the opportunity
to play, improve and shine in the HART Sapphire Series
• 18 Associations North Queensland wide
• 53 local clubs
• 730+ Netball Teams
• 8,349 local players + their families
• 70k+ players statewide
• Netball has the highest percentage of female fans under 25 at 66%
(comparing Tennis, Basketball, AFL, NRL, Soccer, Cricket, Rugby Union)

Source: Repucom, 2015 Netball Queensland Commercialisation Report
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2021 Partnership Opportunities
Please contact Lyn Law – 0418 252 304
northernrays@netballq.org.au

#raysrising

